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Abstract
This paper aims to create a framework about the way how can be Economic Value Added
estimated in Albanian Banking System context. The purpose is analyzing the EVA philosophy
with the restrictions met during its implementation. In this way identifying the problems that
traditional measures have with the intention of presenting the opportunities that EVA has
against them. So main questions that drive this study consist on: Which are the traditional
measures based on accounting data and the economic measures for bank performance
evaluation? What is Economic Value Added and the implications of using EVA in developing
countries, especially in Albanian banking sector? At the end of the evaluation process it is
presented that to have a better understanding of the financial strength of the banks we can not
rely only on financial ratios. For most of the banks even when they reported profits, their
economic value added was negative. This may lead to another point of view of bank financial
performance evaluation in two directions from shareholders as it is usually used but also in bank
supervision context. So the theories adopted in this paper and EVA calculations can serve in a
future research in evaluating the efficiency of commercial banks.

Keywords: Financial Performance, Financial Ratios, Economic Value Added, Weighted Average
Cost of Capital, Albanian Banking System
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INTRODUCTION
The role of managers in any kind of company is wealth creation and maximization through the
adequate allocation of resources. To fulfill this function, managers use different indicators,
known as traditional measures like financial ratios. Then these ratios are used in different
perspectives, from shareholder’s point of view, from other parties interested in evaluation of the
financial position of the company etc. In case of banks, according to different studies neither any
of the financial ratios can serve as the best estimator for their financial strength. According to
Lee (1996), the challenge for empiric modern finance is the identification of a new, more
advantageous measure than the financial ratios.
The value of a bank, represent the sound and the financial position in long run. So the
value and value based management represent a very important process which is based on
economic value, used widely from academics and practitioners.
For bank financial evaluation purposes, we must consider two aspects: first, must be
considered the methods used for financial evaluation, and second, their adaption according to
the features of the banking system to be evaluated. The most important dimensions of financial
evaluation with respect to banks, are profitability and risk. So these dimensions, must be
reflected in the evaluation measure to be used.
Stern and Stewart, represented for the first time in 1990, a new measure, registered then
as a trademark, and called Economic Value Added. An effort at that time was the Fortune which
considered EVA as “the financial idea of these days”(1993). While Drucker (1998) in Harvard
Business Review, stated that the increased popularity of this measure, reflects the demands of
information era for a total productivity factor. Since then, this measure is used in two aspects:
for shareholder value creation and for bonuses policy.
Implications of Economic Value Added
EVA concept, develops further the concept of residual income which is a standard measure of
the efficiency of earnings while EVA measures the financial health of the bank in respect of
shareholders perspective. It expresses the net operating profit after taxes adjusted with a
charge for capital and debt. This description refers to the general statement of EVA, since
relating to financial services companies especially banks, there must be some specific elements
to be discussed. Since estimating EVA we use the net operating profit from income statement
and capital from the balance sheet reflecting the cost of that capital it must be a better measure
of the change of the overall return to shareholders than traditional measures based only on
accounting data such as ROE.
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So in general we can state that EVA must direct better managers through value based decision
making, ensuring in this way a more stable environment inside the company.
As we know, a company increases it shareholder`s value if required return is higher than
the cost of equity used to achieve that return. So in this context, EVA represents the difference
between the required return minus the cost of capital.
The basic form, suggested from Stern & Stewart, for estimating EVA is the equation above:
EVA= NOPAT– CAP * WACC

(1)

Where,
NOPAT-net operating profit after taxes
CAP-capital invested
WACC-weighted average cost of capital
If we want to adapt this measure in respect of banks, we have to consider some different
aspects:
First, from the basic model proposed for non-financial service companies, NOPAT have to be
adjusted to reflect the economic profit of the period. There are identified almost 160 different
adjustments that arise from accounting principles applied according to Stern & Stewart, but
companies adopt the most 10 important (Drury, 2006).
These adjustments are important in order to achieve a better correlation between EVA
and the stock price (Young, 1999).
Accounting profit is not a measure of value creation and as a result they cannot be used
for performance evaluation and even more in compensation plans for managers.
Adjustments made to NOPAT bring it close to cash flows unaffected from accounting
principles, from classifying assets as tangibles and untangibles, from accounting treatment of
goodwill, from the off-balance sheet debt, etc (Young 1999).
The number of adjustments made reach 15 ones but recently their number is less
relating to their insignificant effect on the result (Young, 1999).
The accounting adjustments must be grouped in two categories: capital adjustments and
profit adjustments. In these two categories, mostly we refer to adjustments made for result
recognition, research and development, deferred taxes, amortization, depreciation, provisions,
structural changes and macroeconomic conditions (Rennie, 1997).
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Fiordelisi and Moulynex (2009), represented the most common adjustments made to NOPAT
and to CAP, some of them are presented below:
NOPAT= profit before taxes (1-tax)
+ expenses for research and development
+ expenses for personal training
+ expenses for rent
+ provisions for loan loss
+ (provisions for taxes- cash tax paid)
+ other net provisions for other risks inherent

CAPITAL = Accounting value of shareholders capital
+ capitalized expenses for research and development
+ capitalized expenses for personnel training
- amortization expenses for research and development
- amortization expenses for personnel training
+ present value of future rent
- rent amortisation
+ net reserves for loans
+ deferred credit taxes
- defers debit taxes

These adjustments reflect the real value of economic profit and the capital used and as a
consequence, their usage result in an adjusted EVA, while if they are not considered the result
is the basic EVA.
What offers EVA more than traditional measures?
First of all, when we have to consider the features of banking activities when we want to use
EVA. While a bank requires capital to fulfill the objectives for growth, in the same time to fulfill
the regulatory requirements, it should respond to market requirements on base which reflects
the risk for ensuring the financial capital for shareholders, and human capital from the final
stakeholders.
The growth strategies and the target fields should reflect all possible risks. Strategies
like “good profitability/low risk” have a high probability to default in short run. Target objectives
for growth should include not only volume targets but they should be build in a way where there
are reflected all the dimensions of potential risks.
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EVA can serve as a very important tool in evaluating the financial performance from banker’s
perspective and for improving it. Since EVA considers the shareholders interest, its use can
lead to different decision making from managers comparing the case when the traditional
measures are used.
The banking activities differ essentially with the activities of other enterprises. We can
mention the debt first of all. For other forms of enterprises debt serve as a financial source and
interest expense is not included in the NOPAT so this figure does not reflect the risk when it is
used in return estimations according to capital, assets or invested capital.
The term “debt” does not mean the same thing for banks, as it is the “raw material”
which is intermediated in assets with high return. In analogy, the interest expenses are not just
expenses but they are considered the same as “the cost of products sold”.
The capital of a bank include the shareholders equity plus the reserves excluded from
capital like the reserves for loan losses which in economic terms function like capital. For capital
calculation purposes also the long term debt is included.
The traditional measures of financial performance like ROE, ROA are based on
accounting data. The most important limitation concerns the accounting profit they use. For
asset measures are used historic accounting data, while the measures of income statement are
expressed with their present value. That’s the reason why accounting return rates does not
reflect the real rate of return from an investment. Its tendency is to overvalue the rate for the first
ten years and then undervalue it. One of the reasons refer to the linear amortization method
used from fixed assets (Malkelainen 1998).
So the accounting measures of performance are doubtful, as they are based on the
asset structure which refers to the actualization of asset values. If there is a continuous flow of
assets there must be no problem but in bank context assets are too old or too new. In these
terms is difficult to determine the real performance of banks.
Traditional measures mentioned at the beginning of this section does not consider the
cost of equity capital. They consider only the interest paid for debt, reflected in the operating
profit.
On the other hand, traditional measures can lead managers to invest in activities that
increase the actual return, leaving out those that have higher return compared to the cost of
capital. Selecting investments with return higher than the actual return does not mean that the
shareholders wealth can be increased. So do traditional accounting measures like ROA, ROE
etc. Using for a long period of time only these measures it is possible that managers select for
investing in activities like those mentioned above that decrease the rate of return below the rate
required from shareholders.
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Economic value added supporters, mainly for the reasons mentioned above, state that the
traditional measures cannot be used as wealth creation concept.
Value creation and profitability ore two objectives quite different since, short run
performance (profitability) can be improved without considering the long run stability of the bank.
Decisions taken for increase profits purposes can be short run in nature, while value creation is
focused in long run well being of banks.
Against all the restrictions mentioned above, EVA stays above them. The net operating
profit can be adjusted; the capital considered can be selected according to specific features of
different industries; it includes the cost of capital, measuring in this way the net economic
balance.
In general it is impossible to implement EVA in its full model since it is difficult to
calculate the cost of capital in all economies. Market returns can not be used as representatives
of the rate of return required from shareholders, as market tent to under evaluate the results or
over evaluate them.
Even if is used the CAPM, there are some other restrictions such as determining the risk
free rate or the market premium. This difficulty arises even more in countries that do not have
capital markets or they are not liquid. Empiric studies have shown that the interest rates and
volatility in capital markets are higher in developing countries than in developed countries. As a
result, application of EVA can be more appropriate in developed countries because of these
restrictions.
Application of EVA in banking sector in Albania
Albanian financial system consists on banks, non-bank financial institutions, insurance
companies, pension and investment funds. About 89% (Bank of Albania, 2014) of the financial
system is represented from banks, 16 banks, and the rest from other financial operators. It is
apparent the importance of the banking sector considering that it is the main financing source
for economic operators. Recently there are realized some studies in respect of banking sector
for profitability measurement, competiveness, efficiency, etc. Albania since is a developing
country meets some restrictions mentioned when implementing the EVA concept.
First, the capital market known as TSE (since it was opened in 2002), has never
functioned so it was recently closed in December 2014. So even all the banks that operate in
Albania are listed, there were no activity that allows to evaluate the market prices for their
shares, or the measures based on them.
In order to measure the economic value added I am focused in only five of 16 banks
which the headquarters are listed on their original capital market places. This selection is based
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on the argument that the banks should have the same primary activity, the headquarters are
listed all in their respective countries of origin.
The banks selected for this analysis are: Raiffesen Bank, Alpha Bank AE, Intesa San
Paolo, Societe General, Credit Agricol. For each of the banks the analysis was focused on a
period of eight years, with the intention of evaluating the trend and realizing a comparison
between them. So let’s begin with the calculations of the components of economic value added:

-Net operating profit after taxes (NOPAT)
According to Valez-Pareja (2000), the equation for EVA was adapted in the form below:
EVAt-1,it = NOPATti– CAPt-1,i * WACCt-1,it = NOPAT it – CAPi,t-1 * WACCt-1,it(2)
nw Standartet Ndwrkombwtare tw Raportimit Financiar (IFRS), tw cilat kanw
This implies that the economic value added for the bank i, it is used the NOPAT of year t, with
ngjashmwri me Parimet Pwrgjithwsisht tw Pranuara tw Kontabilitetit wshtw e nevojshme
the Capital of the year t-1. The authors of this adjustment argument that the NOPAT of the
qw edhe pwr grupin e bankave tw bwhen pwrshtatje tw fitimit neto pas taksave.
current year is realized using the beginning balance of capital of this year.
Meqenwse pwr vlerwsimin e EVA pwr kwto banka, jam bazuar nw pasqyrat financiarw
For NOPAT accounting adjustment, were used the data from the annual reports of each
tw audituara nuk wshtw e mundur qw tw disponohet informacioni i plotw pwr tw gjithw
of banks. It was impossible to find the information needed to adjust NOPAT is recommended
rregullimet e propozuara nga Fiordelisi dhe Moulynex (2009), njwkohwsisht pwr tw
from Fioderlisi and Moulynex (2009), in the same time for all the banks for all the periods. So in
gjitha bankat dhe pwr tw gjitha periudhat nw mwnyrw qw tw kemi njw bazw tw
order to have the same data for the same period I considered the free adjustment NOPAT.
pwrbashkwt rregullimesh. Prandaj llogaritjet bazohen nw vlerwn e raportuar tw fitimit
These data are presented in the table below:
operativ pas tatimit.

Tabela 2.1- Rezultati financiar neto nw dispozicion tw aksionerwve (nw mijw lekw)
Table 1- Net operating profit after taxes for shareholders (in 000 ALL)
Bankat

2006**

2007**

3,593,209

4,442,784

5,035,204

ABAL

902,342

1,198,464

CAAL

118,528.55

(12,089)

RBAL

(

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013*

4,680,568

5,344,032

7,069,320

5,202,653

4,422,403

1,291,292

894,170

(187,501)

(944,283)

(637,981)

136,057

110,952

(218,713)

127,012

(824,991)

(693,670)

(338,796)

SGAL

61,265

26,838

51,065

(557,235)

(55,722)

214,007

475,242

457,412

ISPAL

947,014.60

1,035,576

1,876,908

1,974,995

1,698,090

1,838,869

2,356,013

1,092,352

Burimi: Raportet vjetore tw bankave Source: Annual Reports of
( *- tw dhwna tw konfirmuara nga drejtuesit por tw paaudituara akoma,
*data publicated in websites from CEO, unaudited)
**- tw dhwna tw marra nga Shoqata e bankave tw Shqipwrisw)

Banks

**- data publicated from Albanian Association of Banks)

- Kapitali
i investuar
As may be
seen above
RBAL, is the most stable bank if we refer to the absolute values of profit
Pwr the
tw vazhduar
tej llogaritjet
kwrkohet
kapitalittoaksionar
fillim economic
tw
while
worst is mw
CAAL.
So for this
last oneevidentimi
we don’t iexpect
have a nw
positive
value
periudhws
llogaritjes
sw vlerws
ekonomike
twfrom
shtuar
sipas udhwzimeve tw Valezadded
sincesw
it reflects
a loss
in 2007,
2009, and
2011-2013.
Pareja (2000). Pwrswri i referohemi pasqyrws sw pozicionit financiar nw fillim tw çdo
periudhe pwr vlerat pwrkatwse. Kapitali i investuar pwrbwhet nga kapitali aksionar
-Capital
pwrfshirw
rezervat component
e tw gjitha llojeve
si dhe
rezultatin
financiar companies,
tw kapitalizuar.
Nwas banks the
Another
important
is capital.
In case
of financial
such
qoftw includes
se do bwhwj
fjalw pwr equity,
kompani
padyshim
do ishte
i result. So
capital
shareholders
alljo-financiare
kinds of reserves
andqw
thediskutimi
capitalized
financial
ndryshwm pwr kapitalin dhe koston e kapitalit. Nw rastin e bankave pwrjashtohen
depozitat meqnwse ato pwrfaqwsojnw njw input produktiv dhe jo njw financim tw
mirwfilltwunder
(Fiordelisi,
Moulynex,2009).
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I referred again to accounting data since additional information is not publicly available for
adjustment purposes. If we refer to non-financial companies for the term capital there are other
components to consider, but in case of banks we exclude deposits since they represent a
productive input and not a financial source (Fiordelisi, Moulynex,2009).
Furthermore the cost of interest bearing liabilities are included as an expense in the
income statement, that’s the reason why they should be included again in the cost of capital.

Tabela 2.2 Kapitali aksionar (nw Table
mijw lekw)
2-The capital (in 000 ALL)
Banka

1.1.2006

1.1.2007

1.1.2008

1.1.2009

1.1.2010

1.1.2011

1.1.2012

1.1.2013

RBAL

4,348,233

10,492,763

14,896,746

19,724,519

24,449,415

27,584,687

29,394,430

30,668,493

ABAL

2,832,544

4,268,654

5,583,264

6,988,421

7,882,591

7,695,000

9,545,607

5,032,737

CAAL

1,288,512

1,643,107

2,149,720

3,840,125

4,074,951

4,201,964

4,075,975

4,840,766

SGAL

1,086,318

1,547,986

3,135,878

3,381,102

4,340,314

5,176,042

6,095,049

7,265,291

ISPAL

3,965,481

4,532,654

5,378,944

9,028,194

10,990,958

12,712,506

14,559,079

16,907,160

Source: Annual Reports 2008-2013, Albanian Association of Banks 2005-2007

Burimi: Raportet vjetore 2008-2013 , Shoqata e Bankave tw Shqipwrise 2005-2007

-Weighted
Costeof
Capital (WACC)
-Kostoja
kapitalit
The third important component refers to cost of capital. Since we do not include deposits and

Tw rikujtojmw edhe njwherw llogaritjen e vlerws ekonomike tw shtuar. Pwrveç fitimit

other liabilities in the capital so do we when refer to the cost of capital. So the basic form of

neto pas tatimit ( NOPAT) dhe kapitalit tw investuar tw llogaritur si vlera kontabwl e

calculating the WACC is adapted for banks in the way that WACC is equivalent to the Re.

kapitalitAccording
nw pasqyrwn
e pozicionit financiar kwrkohet edhe kostoja e kapitalit. Kjo
to financial theory there are different approaches to evaluate Re. Some of
analizw
nw supozimin
seand
pjesathee detyrimeve
twofbankave
inpute
them
usebazohet
the expected
dividend
market price
shares.janw
In our
caseproduktive
banks are branch of
dhe prandaj
kapital
wshtw
kapitali
aksionar
dhetosedeliver
dyti, fitimi
neto pas
tatimit
foreign
banks,
so Bank
of vetwm
Albania
prohibited
them
dividends
based
on dhe
the argument
for
not transferring
Alsorregullimet
the marketkontabwl
price of the
omitted
kapitali
i investuarthe
nukcapital
kanwabroad.
reflektuar
dukeshares
ofruarisnw
kwtwsince there
was
at that
time ekonomike
an illiquid tw
capital
So this
approach
is kontabwl.
not applicable. Another way is
mwnyrw
vlerwn
shtuarmarket.
pa rregullime
apo
pwrshtatje
using the cash flow actualization, but the restrictions mentioned above are the same in this

Por ndryshe nga modeli bazw kostoja e kapitalit do tw pwrfaqwsohet nga kostoja e

case.

kapitalit aksionar.

Another approach is CAPM proposed by Traynor (1961), Sharpe (1964) and Litner

Sipas Modelit tw Cmimit tw Aseteve Kapitale (CAPM) duhen pwrcaktuar mw parw tre
(1965). Its form is presented below:
si kthimi pa risk(3)qw nwnkupton kthimin e letrave me vlerw tw qeverisw.
Rvariabla
e = Rf + β ( Rm – Rf)
Studiues tw ndryshwm i referohen edhe normws sw bonove tw thesarit por edhe normws
where,
Rf
risk free rate,afatgjata tw thesarit ku kwto tw fundit kanw luhatshmwri mw tw ulwt
sw=obligacioneve
Rm
= market return,
(Damodaran,
1998). Meqwnwse bonot e thesarit janw mw likuide se obligacionet norma
β = beta coefficient

e interesit e tyrw vlerwsohet vazhdimisht brenda vitit fiskal duke reflektuar mw mirw
normwn pa risk prandaj pwr kwtw arsye u zgjodh qw norma e bonove tw thesarit tw
pwrdoret si normw pa risk. Mw poshtw paraqiten normat pwr bonot e thesarit pwr
periudhwn 2006-2013. Niveli i normave i referohet bonove me maturim 12 mujor,
Licensed under Creative Common
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Even why this approach has some limitations, it offers in our case the best approximation of the
required rate of return for shareholders. First, this approach requires to choose the risk free rate
between the rates of treasury bills or those of government bonds. As there is no real risk free
rate in some studies the treasury bills interest rate is used and in some others the long run
government bonds interest rate. The last one usually is more stable in the long run (Damodaran,
1998). As the treasury bills are more liquid than treasury bonds, they are evaluated frequently
during the year so in this manner reflecting better the concept of risk free rate. Actually, in this
study is used the treasury bill interest rate. So I used the treasury bill interest rate from 20062013 with maturity of twelve months as a simple average among all auctions realized for this
maturity in each of these years. From the table below it is evident that the rates at the of the
respective
do notsw
differ
from thesw
average
except einkapitalit
2013 where
in 3.84%.
Sipasyears
mwnyrws
llogaritjws
EVA kostoja
duhetthey
tw decreased
reflektojw koston
e
Since EVA requires the cost to be evaluated when the NOPAT is finally estimated I used the

kapitalit prandaj duhet tw pwrdorim normat nw fund tw vitit fiskal atwherw kur edhe

end year interest rate.

vlerwsohet e ardhura neto e bankws.
Tabela 2.3-Normat
e interesitbills
pa risk
pwr rate
Bonot
e Thesarit
meofmaturim
12 mujor
Table 3- Treasury
interest
with
a maturity
12 months
Vitet

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Mesatare vjetore

7.37%

8.13%

8.49%

8.95%

7.95%

6.90%

6.80%

5.20%

Norma me 31.12

7.47%

8.26%

8.56%

9.16%

7.09%

6.95%

6.37%

3.66%

Source: Bank of Albania, adopted time series

Burimi:Banka e Shqipwrisw, seritw kohore tw pwrshtatura
Second, the formula (3), requires to determine the beta coefficient and the market premium.
Since Sw
there
was
an illiquidwshtw
capitalnjw
market,
were
no market
prices
for shares of
banks. I
dyti,
Shqipwria
vendthere
me treg
kapitali
por qw
karakterizohet
ngathemungesa
choose these banks as representatives of the banking system in Albania, since they are all

e transaksioneve dhe e likuiditetit. Pwr kwtw arsyw β dhe kthimi i tregut nuk mund tw

branches of commercial banks with foreign capital. Each of the parent banks, are listed in a

gjenden nga kuotimet e aksioneve tw bankave meqenwse nuk ka tw tilla.

common market in Europe, so I used the Euro Stoxx 50® Index, which is a leader in Eurozone

Bankat50
e zgjedhura
pwrfrom
kwtw
studim
janw tw ofgjitha
bankarespectively:
tregtare degwAustria,
tw bankave
tw
and covers
companies
twelve
countries
Europe,
Belgium,
Netherland,
Finland,
Germany,
Ireland,
Italy, Luxemburg,
Spain.
huaja France,
nw Shqipwri.
Prandaj,
pwrGreece,
vlerwsimin
e β-tws
njw zgjidhjePortugal
wshtw and
marrja
nw
For beta estimation purposes I referred to day to day closed prices for shares of each of

konsideratw e kuotimeve tw aksioneve tw bankws mwmw dhe njw indeksi tregu ku ato

the banks, calculating the daily return. This action was done also for the index.

janw
twbeta
listuara.
Pwrthe
kwtw
jam
indeksin to
Euro
50®
cilicase
wshtw
Since
reflects
riskqwllim
inherent
in bazuar
a sharenw
comparing
theStoxx
market,
in ithis
the
index,lider
I build
relation between
them,
independent
variable
(x) the daily
nw aEurozone
dhe mbulon
50 considering
kompani ngaas12anvende
tw Eurozonws
pwrkatwsisht:
return of the index and as a dependent variable (y) the daily return of the respective shares, as

Austria, Belgjika, Finlanda, Franca, Gjermania, Greqia, Irlanda, Italia, Luksemburgu,

below:

Hollanda, Portugalia dhe Spanja. Pwr vlerwsimin e β-tws janw marrw kuotimet ditore tw
aksioneve tw secilws bankw duke llogaritur kthimin ditor nga aksioni. I njwjti veprim
wshtw kryer edhe pwr indeksin. Bazuar nw kwto kthime, zgjedhim si variabwl tw
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llogaritet
β pwr secilin nga pesw aksionet e zgjedhura pwr
RsjNw
= aj kwtw
+ bj Ri mwnyrw ( 4
)
Where,
pwriudhwn nw fjalw. Ndryshe kjo teknike mundwson llogaritjen e β regresive. Studiues
Ri-tw
is the
daily return
of the qw
index,
ndryshwm
kwrkojnw
β e llogaritur nw kwtw mwnyrw duhet rregulluar sipas
Rsjproçedurws
- is the dailystandarte
return oftwshares
bank
j
ideuarofnga
Bloomberg.
Ndwr arsyet pse kwrkohet ky rregullim
bj- is the beta coefficient of shares of bank j

mund tw pwrmendim:

aj- intercept

!

indeksin e zgjedhur

!

periudhen kohore

In this way I estimated the regressive beta which has some limitations, so according to finance
theory to bring that more close to reality, it must be adjusted with the standard procedure of

! dhe intervalin
kohor
pwt tw cilin
llogariten
Bloomberg. This is necessary
due to the
limitations
of this
study, kthimet
for the index choice, for the
Proçedura
standarte
mund tw
si mw poshtw:
period
and the
time interval
of shprehet
return calculations.
Beta e rregulluar = β R (0.67) + β M (0.33)= β R (0.67) + 0.33, ku β M = 1

The standard procedure may be expressed as below:

Nw tabelwn e mwposhtme paraqiten betat historike regresive
qw nga 2006 deri nw (5)
2013
where β = 1

Adjusted Beta = βj (0.67) + β M (0.33)= βj (0.67) + 0.33,

M

methe
bazw
ditore pwr
periudha
vjeçarebetas
pwr result
aksionet
e kuotura ndaj
Sotw
in llogaritura
this context,
regressive
betas
and thenjw
adjusted
as below:
indeksit Stoxx50®.
4- Historic
coefficient
evaluation for bank shares in Albania
Tabela 2.4. Table
Betat historike
tw beta
aksioneve
tw bankave
BANKAT

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Raiffeisen Bank

-0.34

-0.11

1.03

1.44

1.44

1.34

1.46

0.85

Alpha Bank

0.78

0.77

0.8

0.7

0.78

0.71

0.41

-0.01

Intesa San Paolo

0.08

0.09

1.07

1.58

1.60

1.85

2.04

1.25

Credit Agricole

1.58

1.66

1.62

1.67

1.72

1.96

1.98

1.26

Societe Generale Bank

0.06

0.28

0.98

1.71

1.80

2.11

2.01

1.50

Beta mesatare vjetore

0.43

0.54

1.10

1.42

1.47

1.60

1.58

0.97

Beta e rregulluar

0.62

0.69

1.07

1.28

1.32

1.40

1.39

0.98

Source: Own calculations
Burimi: Llogaritje tw autores

çdo vit wshtw
llogaritur
mesatarja
tw β-tws
dheand
mwthen
pas kwto
vlera janw
SoPwr
I estimated
the betas
for each
bank einvlerave
a respective
year
calculated
their average,
rregulluar
me proçedurwn
standarte
tw betas.
propozuar
Bloomberg.
tw in CAPM
which
was adjusted
giving the
final row
The nga
adjusted
beta ofRregullimi
a year willsynon
be used
to pwrshtasw
evaluate the
cost of
equitynw
capital
that
year.
vlerwn
e β-tws
lidhjeinme
shtrembwrimet
qw lindin prej tre faktorwve tw
This objective can not be fulfilled without the market premium. Since we do not have a
sipwrpwrmendur.
market return, let’s consider which are the arguments, relating to it in non capital market

Pwr llogaritjen e kostos sw kapitalit aksionar sipas CAPM, nevojitwt primi pwr riskun e

countries.

tregut. Pwrswri vwshtirwsia e matjes sw primit lidhet me vlerwsimin e kthimit tw tregut
Erb, Harvey and Viskanta (1996) supportsthe idea that the market premium can be

pwr tregun tonw bankar. Ekzistojnw disa teori nw lidhje mw llogaritjen e primit tw

estimated if we refer to the ability of a country to default in repaying the debt. These evaluations

tregut. Erb, Harvey dhe Viskanta mbwshteten nw vlerwsimet qw i bwhen shteteve tw

are realized from rating agencies. The authors referred to Euromoney, which used a rating

ndryshme nw lidhje aftwsinw pwr tw shlyer borxhin dhe mundwsinw pwr tw dwshtuar
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grade from 0-100, where the low score stand for non ability to repay the obligations and vice
versa. The authors referred to a linear relationship between this ability or non ability as an
independent variable to the required return from an investment in a certain country. Their study
was based on 88 developed countries, and extended in other developing countries especially in
those countries which do not have or have illiquid capital markets, where was included Albania.
The market premium was expresses in a semiannual basis in US dollars since Euromoney
offered their rating twice a year.
Damodaran (1998) proposed another way to estimate the market premium, especially
the premium for risk in capital market for a certain country. He estimates the market premium of
a mature and stable market adding than a risk premium for the country risk.
For the stable and mature market premium he considered the S&P 500 Index, and for
country risk he used the ratings offered by Moody’s for the country’s currency. This is the way
Damodaran evaluated the market premium in capital markets.
In our case, I followed another way to choose which market premium to consider. Some
of the banks that operate in Albania have their parent bank in Greece so any shareholder
wherever he may be, must require the minimal market premium of the worst country of origin of
the banks. In this case the worst market premium will be the market premium of Greece.

Aguirreamalloa
dhe Corres (2010, 2011, 2012, 2013) i cili kishte si qwllim identifikimin
That’s the reason why I referred to a study of Fernandez, Aguirreamalloa dhe Corres
e normave
pwrdorura
si prim
tregu
akademikwt,
studiuesit
dheused
agjensitw
(2010,
2011, tw
2012,
2013) which
intention
wasnga
identifying
the market
premiums
from
academics,
from rating
agencies
for 82
countries in
the normat
world.
financiare researchers
vlerwsuese and
pwrpractitioners
82 vende twand
botws.
Nw kwtw
studim
pwrfshihen
edhe
In
this study
is included
market
Greece
from 2009-2013.
For2009-2013.
2006 I usedPwr
a
mesatare
pwr
primin ethe
riskut
tw premium
pwrdorurforpwr
Greqinw
gjatw viteve
study of Damodaran for a Greek company while for 2008-2009 I used the average for the

vitin 2006 jam bazuar nw njw studim tw realizuar nga Damodaran pwr vlerwsimin e njw

Eurozone. Even that the last figures do not refer to the same source, the differences are not

kompanie greke, ndwrsa pwr vitet 2008-2009 pwrfaqeson mesataren pwr eurozonwn.

identified. Now it is possible to evaluate the required return from shareholders point of view

Megjithwse
nga 2006
deri nw 2008 nuk i referohen tw njwjtit burim, rezultati
using
the datatw
anddhwnat
calculations
above.
i gjeneruar nuk wshtw shumw i ndryshwm.
Tabela 2.5 Kostoja
kapitalit
aksionar
sipas CAPM
Table 5-eThe
shareholders
required
rate of return according to CAPM
Rf
Adjusted Beta
Market Premium
Re

2006
7.47%

2007
8.26%

2008
8.56%

2009
9.14%

2010
7.09%

2011
6.95%

2012
6.37%

2013
3.66%

0.62

0.69

1.07

1.28

1.32

1.40

1.39

0.98

5.96%

5%

5.10%

5.70%

5.70%

7.40%

9.60%

7.31%

11.17%

11.71%

14.02%

16.44%

14.61%

17.31%

19.71%

10.82%

Source: Own calculations
Burimi: Llogaritje tw autorws

Siç vwrehet nga llogaritjet e mwsipwrme kostoja e kapitalit ka arritur vlerwn maksimale
nw 2012, ndwrsa nw 2013 ka shwnuar vlerwn mw tw ulwt pwr pwriudhwn 2006-2013.
Tashmw, mund tw vlerwsojmw vlerwn e shtuar pwr secilwn nga bankat e marra nw
Licensed under Creative Common
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Rf

2006
7.47%

2007
8.26%

2008
8.56%

2009
9.14%

2010
7.09%

2011
6.95%

2012
6.37%

2013
3.66%

0.62

0.69

1.07

1.28

1.32

1.40

1.39

0.98

5.96%

5%

5.10%

5.70%

5.70%

7.40%

9.60%

7.31%

Beta e rregulluar
Primi i riskut

© Erjola

ItRisa evident from 11.17%
the results
above14.02%
that the16.44%
required14.61%
rate of return
highest value in
11.71%
17.31% reached
19.71% the
10.82%
2012 while in 2013 it was the lowest during the period chosen. Referring to 2013 this may be
Burimi:
autorws
that
theLlogaritje
markettwand
the entire financial system seems to be more stable in shareholders eyes.

Siç vwrehet
nga llogaritjet
kostoja
arritur
vlerwn
maksimale
The
lowest interest
rate iseamwsipwrme
result of the
loweste kapitalit
treasuryka
bills
interest
rate,
due to the decisions
taken
fromndwrsa
Bank nw
of Albania
decrease
the mw
basic
nw 2012,
2013 ka toshwnuar
vlerwn
twinterest
ulwt pwrrate.
pwriudhwn 2006-2013.
After calculating the last component of EVA equation, now it is possible to measure the

Tashmw, mund tw vlerwsojmw vlerwn e shtuar pwr secilwn nga bankat e marra nw

value added of the chosen banks.

shqyrtim si mw poshtw:
Tabela 2.6 Vlera ekonomike
e shtuar
sipas value
viteveadded for five Albanian banks
Table 6Economic
Bankat
RB-AL
AB-AL
CA-AL
SG-AL
ISP-AL

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

3,107,511.37

3,214,081

2,931,783

1,437,857.1

1,771,972

2,294,411

-590,989

1,104,072

585,946.84

698,604.60

502,935.10

-254,726.4

-1,339,148

-2,276,288

-2,519,420

-408,485

25,398.24

-204,497.00

-192,588.00

-850,029.6

-468,338

-1,552,351

-1,497,045

-862,567

-60,076.72

-154,431.00

-391,721.00

-1,113,088

-689,842

-681,966

-726,092

-328,692

504,070.37

504,802.20

1,117,401

490,759.91

92,311.04

-361,666

-513,581

-737,003

Source: Own calculations
Burimi: Llogaritjet e autores

Nga llogaritjet e mwsipwrme vwrehet se RB-AL ka shfaqur dobwsi nw 2012 ku EVA
What is expected and what not in these results? Banks such as CA-AL or AB-AL or SG-AL

wshtw negative, ndwrsa pwr vitet e tjera paraqitet mirw. AB-AL u ka shtuar vlerw

which reported loss is some years are expected to not have added value. In fact AB-AL has

aksionerwve
tw saj
deri nw 2008but
por its
pasEVA
kwtijitviti
si rezultatin i2011
humbjeve
si pasojw
reported
losses
in 2010-2012,
is worsen
and neto
reached
its peak in 2012.
Also
it has
EVA
in 2013
if it has reported
gains. For
it is not surprising
e krizws
kuaunegative
fut Greqia,
rezultati
netoeven
ka konsumuar
vlerwn ekrijuar
mwCA-AL
parw. Banka
that the bank consumed the value, because of its continuous losses.

CA-AL nw 2008 dhe 2010 ka rezultat neto pozitiv por kostoja e kapitalit e ngarkuar ndaj
It is of interest to emphasize the value added for SG-AL as it reported losses only in

kapitalit tw investuar e ka tejkaluar atw duke sjellw si pasojw njw EVA negative.

2009-2010 but during the period of study it has not added value neither of the years. On the
other hand we have RB-AL and ISP-AL that has never reported losses but the first experienced
some negative EVA in 2012 while the second for the three last years.
CONCLUSION
Financial ratios for measuring the financial strength of bank performance are not enough
considering the wide range of products and services banks offer. So financial ratios such as
ROE, ROA etc. used in different contexts are based on accounting data. They are followed with
lots of limitations especially when there are still in developing progress the accounting standards
applied to a certain country. At the beginning of `90 the Stern and Stewart Consulting Group,
proposed a new metric called Economic Value Added.
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In this paper I tried to apply this metric in five banks in Albania. There are certain difficulties met
to evaluate EVA in Albania first, since it is impossible to adjust NOPAT and CAPITAL in the way
that literature propose.
Second, for evaluating the WACC, in absence of capital market, I referred to five banks
which parent banks are listed in EuroStoxx 50 for estimating EVA. For market risk premium I
chose the worst case that of Greece. So finally, I estimated EVA for the banks and the results
were different from those calculated if the financial ratios would be used.
For a future research, the EVA evaluation results can be used for a detailed efficiency
evaluation of the banks.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Considering the results from the EVA evaluation, there is not any observed difference between
the banks. It was expected that from CAAL and ABAL to have a negative EVA since they
operated at loss. While the results of ISPAL and RBAL are quite surprising. They both declared
profits for the entire period in analysis, but their cost of capital was higher compared to the
return on equity, so the banks destroyed value in some years. So in this way we can conclude
with some recommendations:
-

it is very important to use risk adjusted metrics such as Economic Value Added to
evaluate the performance of banks in respect to value added.

-

the required return from shareholders point of view is highly effected from the
treasury bills interest rate so this must be reflected in the interest of financial
products.

-

the financial performance evaluation must not be relied only in financial ratios since
they are based only on accounting data and do not reflect the risk.

-

RBAL and ISPAL represent the largest banks so the managers and supervisory
authorities must concern about their negative EVA in order to prevent any
undesirable event.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This paper is an attempt to evaluate the Economic Value Added for Albanian commercial banks.
This evaluation was restricted to five of sixteen banks that operate in Albania. So for further
research this evaluation must be applied to all the banks and the results may be used as a
variable to productivity evaluation of commercial banks.
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